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Abstract: Electronic messages are still considered the most significant tools in business and
personal applications due to their low cost and easy access. However, e-mails have become a major
problem owing to the high amount of junk mail, named spam, which fill the e-mail boxes of users.
Several approaches have been proposed to detect spam, such as filters implemented in e-mail
servers and user-based spam message classification mechanisms. A major problem with these
approaches is spam detection in the presence of concept drift, especially as a result of changes in
features over time. To overcome this problem, this work proposes a new spam detection system
based on analyzing the evolution of features. The proposed method is divided into three steps: 1)
spam classification model training; 2) concept drift detection; and 3) knowledge transfer learning.
The first step generates classification models, as commonly conducted in machine learning. The
second step introduces a new strategy to avoid concept drift: SFS (Similarity-based Features Selection) that analyzes the evolution of the features taking into account similarity obtained between
the feature vectors extracted from training data and test data. Finally, the third step focuses on the
following questions: what, how, and when to transfer acquired knowledge? The proposed method
is evaluated using two public datasets. The results of the experiments show that it is possible to
infer a threshold to detect changes (drift) in order to ensure that the spam classification model is
updated through knowledge transfer. Moreover, our anomaly detection system is able to perform
spam classification and concept drift detection as two parallel and independent tasks.
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Introduction

The continuous increase in the number of devices connected to the Internet has encouraged
cyber criminals in their sophistication of software and malicious tools to carry out
computer attacks and intrusions. These cyber-attacks are generally mass-spam messages
and continue to be one of the main vectors for the propagation of fraudulent activities
such as phishing and pharming, denial of service attacks, virus proliferation, worms, and
trojans, among other malicious codes.The reason behind this is that the use of emails has
its advantages (for the attackers): the email content can use social engineering techniques
to lead the user not only to download the malicious file, but also to initialize it. Reports
from main security industries show an increase in the number of unsolicited emails
containing malicious attachments, which include malicious URLs, classic executable
EXE files, and programs written in Visual Basic Script and JavaScript (VBS and JS files,
JAR, WSF, and others) [Kaspersky, 2020] [ISTR, 2018]. Therefore, observing spam
attacks as potential cybercrime can help in the prevention, by observing changes in attack
methods, including the type of malicious code and the presence of criminal networks
(i.e. botnets) [Kaspersky, 2020] [Alazab and Broadhurts, 2016].
Given this scenario, email service providers and researchers on security have invested
time and resources searching for more effective solutions to respond to spamming
strategies proposed by spammers. However, a great part of the existing detecting models
is generated based on a set of features observed in a given moment. For instance, the most
basic process for message filtering creates a unique hash value (i.e., a message digest)
for each known spam message (signature-based systems) [Kocz, 2004]. Because it is
a text classification problem, such an approach has been evaded by simple techniques
for modifying spam texts, for instance, the use of keywords with different spelling, such
as “free” and “Viagra” spelled as “fr33”, “f.r.e.e”, “v.i.a.g.r.a”, “vlagra” and “vi@gr@”.
Even spam detection systems (also known as outlier detection or novelty detection),
which try to identify text patterns which do not conform to the expected text of an email,
are created based on classification models generated from a set of features in a time
instant t. However, the behavior and features of the spam attacks treated by these tools
change with time. Studies carried out in [Delany, 2005] [Guzella and Caminhas, 2009]
[Hayat et al., 2010] [Su and Shen, 2008] show that a majority of applications for email
filtering and their classification as spam or legitimate are deficient when the set of data
that represents the problem becomes outdated or no longer representative.
However, in machine learning literature it is already possible to find solution proposals
for problems which evolve with time, as is the case with most attacks [Blazieri and Bryl,
2009] [Fdez-Riverola and Iglesias, 2007] [koren, 2009 ] [Caruana and Li, 2012]. These
solutions can be divided into two groups: implicit and explicit. In implicit methods, the
database is updated and the machine learning algorithm is retrained at pre-defined time
intervals t. Therefore, these are methods which present high cost, even though they are
dynamic. In explicit methods, their main aim is to detect change occurrences (drifts) in
order to update the classification model. However, the detection mechanism is usually
based on monitoring the classifier’s error rate. Thus, the classifier’s error rate needs to be
abruptly increased for the changes to be detected. This situation certainly implies false
positives and false negatives which will be emitted by the system before the change is
detected.
In an attempt to minimize the effects of some of these deficiencies, we propose a
framework for spam attack detection based on the analysis of changes in data distribution
over time (ADDrift), whose process for monitoring the change in features is based on the
concept drift detection technique and the update of the classification model is based on
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transfer learning [Gama, 2004] [Taylor and Stone, 2009]. The process of concept drift is
used to determine the moment in which a significant change in the feature space occurs,
which explicitly indicates a change in the features of spam attack. Transfer learning
techniques are applied in order to maintain and update the knowledge base about the
attacks. Furthermore, ADDrift presents a modular architecture composed of three welldefined and independent steps: 1) classification model training; 2) concept drift detection;
and 3) transfer learning. This allows the use of different strategies without affecting
the functioning of the proposed architecture, and equally being able to be used in the
detection of different types of attacks. To deal with change detection, we present a new
strategy: SFS (Similarity-based Features Selection), where the change detection process
occurs by means of the analysis of similarities between the features spaces extracted
from training data (also referred as source domain) and test data (also referred as target
domain). Our experimental results indicate that it is possible to infer a threshold for
change detection in order to guarantee that the classification model is always updated by
means of transfer learning. Therefore, the main contributions of this paper are:
– We propose a framework for spam attack detection based on concept drift detection,
which can be easily adapted for other cybersecurity domains. New concept drift
strategies can easily be plugged into the framework, preventing spam attack at an
early stage.
– A new detection strategy focusing on observing the feature representations provided
by source and target domains. This strategy, called SFS, is based on the analysis of
similarities, taking into account as relevance criteria the frequency of each feature in
features spaces used to train the model (source domain) and test the model (target
domain).
– We design approaches from the framework based on support vector machine. Empirical results show that the framework consistently improves baseline algorithms on
two real-world data sets of spam mails, highlighting the efficacy of the proposed
approach in providing reliable and robust drift detection.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents related work
in spamming detection. Section 3 presents the architecture of the proposed framework
and describes its main blocks, including the proposed concept drift strategy (SFS).
Section 4 describes the experiments and the results obtained. Finally, Section 5 draws
the conclusions and presents suggestions for future work..

2

Related Work

Change detection approaches are concerned with maintaining a dynamic control, seeking
to perceive changes between the knowledge base and unknown samples. Research
focused on this context has been carried out for approximately two decades. Several
methods in the literature have been proposed with a focus on explicit and implicit change
detectors [Su and Shen, 2008]. Explicit and implicit change detection methods can be
based on probability distribution [Ebner et al., 2007] [Ganti and Ramakrishnan, 2002],
the relevance of features [Delany et al., 2006] [Zhang et al., 2014], and the accuracy
of the classification model [Gama, 2004] [Goncalves, 2014]. The papers presented in
this section address explicit and implicit detection based on the classification model
accuracy rate, probability distribution, and the relevance of features on labeled databases.
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As a way of detecting the need to generate a new classification model, some authors use
reduction of the accuracy rate of the classifier as a flag, as others adopt predefined time
intervals (time windows) to generate a new classification model. But both approaches
are based on features that represent a spam or legitimate email to form the new training
set for the classification model.
2.1

Implicit Change Detection

These are methods that present the construction of a new classification model according
to a time interval t to re-train the classification model, regardless of whether or not
a change in the data has been identified. Two classic solutions in the area of concept
drift research are: STAGGER, proposed by Schlimmer and Granger [Zhou, 2010a] and
FLORA, which is a family of algorithms, proposed by Widmer and Kubat [Widmer and
Kubat, 1996].
The FLORA framework [Widmer and Kubat, 1996] uses sliding windows for learning
a binary classifier. More recent samples are selected to compose the new learning, while
older samples are excluded. The framework dynamically uses three rules: one rule covers
only positive examples, (in spam filters, for instance, positive samples represent spam
e-mails); another rule covers only negative examples (legitimate emails or not spam);
and the third rule is a combination considering both positive and negative samples.
FLORA has been enhanced with some improvements, giving rise to FLORA2, FLORA3
and FLORA4. FLORA2 is able to adapt the size of the window. FLORA3 improves
adaptability and the ability to reactivate obsolete rules. Finally, FLORA4 includes better
strategies for noise treatment. The approach used by the FLORA framework to overcome
the problem of concept drift is focused on using sliding windows that always consider
the most recent samples for learning the classification model.
The STAGGER system [Zhou, 2010a] seeks to describe data by the simplest set of
features. Each representation describing the samples has an initial pair of weights. The
system involves a projection process that combines the representation of the concept
distributed in relation to the new samples. For each characterization, one of the weights
is used if the characterization is similar to the sample, while the other weight is used if it
is not similar to the sample. The weights are adjusted by the evaluation process, which
keeps track of the number of times each characterization was similar or not to the samples.
Evaluation is the process of determining the effectiveness of the descriptions of internal
concepts. In STAGGER, each representation in the concept description is continuously
evaluated, adapting its weights. This assessment reflects learning discoveries, based on
the number of times each representation was successful or failed with a prediction. From
the weight combinations, concept drift is identified and the change to the new learning is
bypassed.
Jackowski [Jackowski, 2014] presents a set of algorithms for Evolutionary Adapted
Ensemble - EAE. The author works with recurring change, so the classifier that presents
low precision is not discarded, and is only replaced by another one, being able at a later
moment to return to the set of algorithms. Public databases are used: one is artificially
generated from the UCI Machine Learning Repository, with data on electricity demand,
and another is from the SpamAssassin project spam. The updating of the set of classifiers
is defined by a fitness function that considers the best classifier which presents the best
precision to compose the new set, just as the generation of a new training repository
considers all evolutionary algorithms: population initialization, mutation operators, and
crossover. The update is done every time the system identifies a new feature context,
generating a new classifier and adding it to the classifier pool.
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Hayat et al. [Haury et al., 2011] propose a language-based spam filtering system. As
the content of the email changes over time, then the trained template becomes obsolete and
unable to detect new spam. The proposed approach uses language modeling techniques
to represent the distribution of content blocks. A language model indicates a probability
for each word in the document. Each word in each block will have a weight. This weight
represents the importance of the word in the block. It is important to note that probabilities
are based on the content of the block, so since any change affects the distribution of the
data, this situation can be considered a change in the content through the language model
employed. The way the authors perform the change detection is by the comparison of
the accuracy rate of the classification model with a threshold, and the generation of a
new classification model.
Delany et al. [Delany et al., 2006] present E-mail Classification Using Examples
(ECUE) based on Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) as a solution to the spam filter problem.
CBR is considered a lazy learning technique. Examples of training data represent case
based for a CBR. In ECUE, each email is a case represented as a feature vector. The
approach for detecting changes used is the selection of instances, that is, the case base
needs to be updated to include new types of spam and ham e-mail over time. Given the
volume of emails that a single user receives per week, there is a need to actively manage
training data. Therefore, e-mails incorrectly classified as spam or ham are inserted into
the training of the model as a way to update the knowledge base.
2.2

Explicit Change Detection

These are methods that consider the accuracy of the classifier as an indicator of the need
to update the classification model, that is, the change is identified from the generalization
loss of the classification model. This type of method is the most popular in the literature.
With a hybrid system combining feature selection and a decision tree for spam
detection, authors Zhang et al. [Zhang et al., 2014] aim to reduce the false positive error
rate using a feature selection method divided into two groups: a filter and a wrapper
strategy. The filter considers the content of the information through an objective function
evaluating the measures of distance, correlation, statistical dependence, and information
theory. The wrapper defines an objective function with a standard classifier, which selects
a subset of features through the prediction measure. Thus, they extract the selected
features from 6,000 emails collected in 2012 available in the UCI machine learning
repository (http: // archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Spambase). In order to overcome
the disadvantages presented by the wrapper method, which were the slowness in the
extraction and the lack of generalization, the global optimization and cross validation
methods, respectively, were used for both situations. The authors considered the false
positive rate to update the new feature set.
Alqatawna et al. [Alqatawna et al., 2015] propose a framework to improve spam
detection. The authors use the analysis of features, but only of the spam class. Malicious
spam (emails with attachments) and typical spam (emails without attachments), are
named by the authors. To extract the features, the header, body, and attachments of the
emails are examined using software in Java. In order to develop a spam detection model,
four classification algorithms are used: the C4.5 algorithm, the Multilayer Perceptron
Neural Network (MLP), Naïve Bayes, and Random Forest. The four classification models
are evaluated through precision, accuracy, and recall metrics. As the classifiers decrease
their performance, features are updated.
Gonçalves et al.[Goncalves, 2014] present a comparison among five different concept
drift methods: PHD (Page-Hinkley Test), ECDD (Concept Drift Detection) based on
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exponentially weighted moving, Average STEPD (Statistical Test of Equal Proportions),
DOF (Degree of Drift) and Paired Learners, on Sine (a dataset containing abrupt drift)
and Mixed (a dataset with gradual drift). To measure the performance of the compared
methods, statistical measures are used, such as: drift detection rate, standard deviation,
false alarm rate, and Mahalanobis distance. The objective of the authors is to compare
various types of concept drift and analyze how the investigated concept drift detectors
behave in the presence of different abrupt and gradual velocities of change. The updating
of the classification models occurs changing the configuration of the parameters of each
model.
Wenerstrom and Giraud-carrier [Wenerstrom and Giraud-carrier, 2006] present a
set of classifiers for change detection using Feature Adaptive Ensemble (FAE). FAE
uses Naïve Bayes classifiers incrementally, that is, classifiers adapt to each new added
training instance. In addition, each classifier in FAE is an expert in a subset of features
and new features can be added at any time, facilitating the task of detecting contextual
change. FAE is able to adapt well to changes because it uses several classifiers of
different ages and makes decisions about the removal of a classifier from the set based on
classifiers individual precision. As the classification model reduces the performance of
its classification task based on the accuracy rate, a new classifier is generated to compose
the set of classifiers.
Tsymbal et al. [Tsymbal et al., 2008] also use a classifier ensemble technique to
handling change detection based on the samples. In a dynamic integration, each base
classifier receives a weight proportional to its local precision in the vicinity of the current
test instance, instead of using the overall classification accuracy as in traditional weight
voting. Most ensemble of classifiers approaches use some criteria to dynamically delete,
re-enable, or create new members. These criteria are usually based on the consistency of
the model over current data. In addition, instance-based learning is used in order to predict
the local performance of base models in a dataset. Therefore, Tsymbal et al. [Tsymbal et
al., 2008] use three dynamic techniques based on the same local performance estimation:
dynamic selection, dynamic voting, and dynamic voting with selection. However, the
authors consider the local accuracy of the classifier members to determine when to
generate a new classification model.
Gu-Hsin et al. [Lai et al., 2009] present a collaborative framework for generating rules
focused on dealing with drift detection. The framework is built on a genetic algorithm and
reinforcement learning using rules. If a rule is rarely used, its weight decreases. Wrong
classifications also lead to reduce rules’ weight. On the one side, if the rules are highly
employed, then these rules are more often used and perform better. On the other, rules
rarely employed are assumed to be out of scope or inaccurate. As a consequence, email
servers only maintain or allow highly employed rules in order to improve their detection
rates and performance. The changes are circumvented by the use of the rules, that is, the
rules change as their weight change due to the behavior of the spam attacks. However,
this change is defined by the performance of the classifier, i.e. the rules increment or
decrement their weights according to the improvement or reduction of the performance
of the classification model.
Idre Zliobataite [Zliobaite, 2009]presents an application which performs relevant
training samples selection based on the similarity to target samples. Similarities considering space and time are combined. The algorithm determines the size of an optimal
training set based on the performance of the classification model. The author uses k-NN
(k Nearest Neighbors) for the classification task. Each sample related to the concept
drift is identified according to the similarity of space and time and is included in the
training dataset as new knowledge. Therefore, the added samples are all those that show
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similarity to the training samples. The author works with two algorithms: fixed time
window and variable time window.
Lu et al. [Lu et al., 2014] present a method for detecting change in a case-based
reasoning system. Instead of measuring the distribution of the current case, a new reliability model is introduced that detects differences through changes in this reliability.
Therefore, the method does not require prior knowledge of the distribution of cases and
provides statistical guarantees on the reliability of detected changes, as well as significant
and quantitative descriptions of these changes. Instead of observing the feature space,
reliability measures are observed to detect change. The updating of the classification
model is carried out with the detection of cases far from the reliability models.
Taking into account works described in this section, it is possible to notice that most
applications employ the approach of selecting instances to cope with changes [Guzella
and Caminhas, 2009], [Su and Shen, 2008]. However, this strategy can be costly when
the amount of arriving data is high, for instance in spam categorization, since all these
data must be labeled. Among the solutions that first try to detect the change in order to
adapt the classifier, most of them detect changes when the accuracy rate decreases [Lai et
al., 2009] [Zliobaite, 2009] [Zhang et al., 2014]. However, this type of strategy presents a
serious problem because it depends on a significant drop in the accuracy rate to identify
the occurrence of a change. Thus, in spam detection, phishing, or malware problems, for
example, when a fall in the accuracy rate of the classifier is detected, the user has already
suffered some damage or loss. Despite this disadvantage, several methods for detecting
change have been presented in the literature [Gama, 2004], [Widmer and Kubat, 1996],
[Goncalves, 2014] to monitor errors of online classifiers. Most methods rely on the error
rate, recall, and accuracy rate of the classifier to measure change detection.
With a differentiated proposal, this work seeks to detect changes using an explicit
detection method based on the relevance of the features through a similarity threshold
as a sign of the need to generate a new classification model, seeking to keep the classifier always up to date. Our methods are able to identify the need to generate a new
classification model without using the drop of performance as the change flag.

3

Framework for Spam Detection Based on Changes in Data Distribution

In this section, we present a framework for attack detection focused on dealing with
concept drift, named ADDrif. Specifically, ADDrif analyses changes in data distribution
and then updates the classification models when these changes are considered significant.
The new knowledge discovered (e.g. adding or removing a feature, changing the value
ranges of a feature) is obtained from the comparison of similarity between the feature
vectors (instances of the source domain) used to generate the classifier with the feature
vectors extracted from the test phase (instances of the target domain). As detailed in
Section 3.1, whenever the similarity between the instances of the source domain and a
new instance exceeds a certain threshold, that instance is stored in a repository that will
compose the new source domain. Maintaining the source domain updated is important
because if the changes are significantly sufficient, it is possible to easily reconstruct the
classifier to keep a stable hit rate with minimal human interference. An overview of the
framework is shown in Figure 1.
The classification model training and construction step consists of finding a model
which describes and points out data classes [Gao et al., 2008]. As in the majority of pattern
recognition systems, the model is mainly constructed based on the analysis of a set of
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Figure 1: Overview of the ADDrift framework. ADDrif is divided into three stages: i)
training and construction of the prediction model; ii) concept drift detection; iii) and a
phase of transfer learning.
training data. Next, this model is used to examine the features of a new instance (whose
class is unknown) and assign it to a class. This step can be performed using any base
classifier such as Decision Tree, Support Vector Machines, k-Nearest Neighbor, Neural
Networks, Naïve Bayes, etc., without the need to change the implementation or setting of
this framework. Once the classification model is constructed, the change detection phase
is initiated, which monitors new data samples with the aim of identifying when changes
in the data distribution used for generating the classification model occur. However,
detecting changes, even if the classification model’s performance is compromised, is still
a challenge, given that not all changes in data distribution will degrade the classifier’s
performance [Gao et al., 2008] [Gama and Kosina, 2014].
To handle this problem, this paper proposes a new strategy for data change detection,
called Similarity-based Features Selection (SFS). In SFS, change detection is observed
by taking into account the similarity among feature vectors corresponding to the source
domain (training data) and the target domain (test data). The last phase of the ADDrift
framework corresponds to the reaction step, where knowledge data extracted during
the change detection phase are employed to help the learning model to obtain the best
performance. In the SFS strategy, transfer learning is conducted by means of similarity
measure, which indicates how closely the model elements are related to the new elements
(samples).
3.1

Similarity Based Features Selection (SFS)

The SFS change detection strategy aims at identifying behavioral changes in a given
attack by observing the representation of the features that compose the source and target
domains. This observation is based on a similarity analysis of the features vectors that
represent the problem in the moment of the classification model construction compared
to the following moment.
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Figure 2 presents the proposed change detection strategy. A domain D is defined
by two parts, a feature space and a marginal probability distribution P (X), where
X = {x1 , ..., xn } 2 and xi is the ith feature and n is the number of features in X,
is the space of all possible feature vectors, and X is a particular learning sample. For
a given domain D, a task ⌧ is defined by two parts, a label space , and a predictive
function f (·), which is learned from the feature vector and label pairs {Xi , yi }, where
yi 2 . From the definitions above, Ds is defined as the source domain data Ds =
{(Xs1 , ys1 ), ..., (Xsn , ysn )}, where Xsi is the ith data instance of Ds and ysi 2 s is
the corresponding class label for Xsi . The target domain data Dt is defined as Dt =
{Xt1 , ..., Xtm }, where Xti is the ith data instance of Dt .
SFS calculates the similarity between instances in Ds and instances in Dt using a
strategy, inspired by problems in the area of information retrieval, which is based on the
use of the vector space model proposed by Salton [Salton et al., 1975] [Hamers et al.,
1989]. In this strategy, each sample, represented by a features vector, is considered a word.
For instance, in problems related to spam attacks, the vector space model establishes a
relation between two vectors d~ = (d1 , d2 , ..., dn ) e ~q = (q1 , q2 , ..., qn ) by means of a
similarity measure. Such a measure is an attempt to calculate how closely related are the
two analyzed vectors.
The equation for calculating the similarity between two vectors d~ e ~q consists of
computing the cosine of the angle between them and it is defined as
Pn
d i · qi
sim(d, q) = cos✓ = pPn i=12 pPn
(1)
2
i=1 di
i=1 qi

The similarity calculation may involve a high computational complexity, since the
similarity will be calculated between a sample set, which represents the target domain
Dt , and the sample set which represents the source domain Ds . For instance, if the
source domain is represented by 1000 samples, the similarity calculation will be done
for each document of the target domain in relation to the source domain, giving rise to
a computational complexity of 1000 ⇥ n, where n represents the number of samples
of the target domain. This computational complexity is also increased due to the high
dimensional data commonly observed in problems related to spam attacks.
In order to reduce computational complexity, two approaches are performed in this
work: feature selection and instance selection. First, to improve the proposed models’
performance and reduce the feature space, we use the information gain feature selection
technique [Quinlan J.R., 1992] to choose the k most relevant features of Ds . Information
gain (IG) evaluates features according to a reduction in entropy when splitting on a
feature. As a result, IG will rank the features to identify those which have the highest
IG. Thus, the k highest ranked features are selected. It is important to mention that
spam classification is widely known as a problem presenting sparse data [Dada et al.,
2019], meaning that zero is assigned to many of the features. Therefore, taking into
account that SFS focuses on identifying changes by comparing the representation of the
features that compose Ds and Dt , each instance in Ds and Dt is then represented using
a k-dimensional feature set. Precisely, each feature value will be either 0 or 1 whether
the ith highest ranked feature is present or absent in a instance, respectively. In this way,
the similarity measure can be calculated.
In terms of instance selection, we applied the K-means clustering algorithm on the
source domain Ds to extract the centroids which best represent the classes. In this way,
the computational complexity is minimized during the calculation of the vector space
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model, given that the problem is represented by two classes (for instance, spam and
non-spam), making the calculation to be 2 ⇥ n. Thus, the similarity between each new
instance Xti and the source domain centroids is used to estimate data changes. The
similarity value of the closely similar centroid is then assigned to Xti .
From calculating the similarity between the target and source domain samples, the
aim is to define a threshold to infer the change. This threshold is directly related to a
tolerance limit supported by the system, that is, to what extent can the similarity point
between the two domains be reduced without the occurrence of performance degradation
of the classification model? This point can be an indicator to infer a real change in the
features. It is important to mention that there are two types of drift: virtual concept drift,
i.e. a drift which does not affect the classifier’s decisions; and real concept drift - drift
that compromises the classifier’s performance. Virtual changes are easily detected by
means of the similarity threshold used by the SFS strategy. This is due to the fact that the
target domain samples, which are not similar (similarity below the threshold) to those of
the source domain, are stored in a virtual change repository (transitory). Thus, after the
detection of a real change (permanent), these samples are used to update the classifier’s
knowledge.
However, the identification of a real change is more complex, because it is important
to detect drift in such a way that a performance degradation in the classification model
does not occur. In this paper, Xti instances dissimilar to instances in the source domain
are stored in the virtual change repository during a fixed maximum time t. The parameter
t should be defined experimentally.

Figure 2: Overview of the SFS change detection strategy.
This model is very flexible; the only premise considered common to all the possibly
applied strategies is the action to detect changes. The employed strategy can be modified
in accordance with the addressed problem. While t is not reached, the classification task
continues to be performed by the original classifier. On the other hand, when a possibly
virtual change is detected, samples indicating this change (similarity below threshold)
are stored in the virtual change repository. Finally, when a real change is detected (t is
reached), the system indicates that a new classification model must be generated. For
this, the source domain must be updated by means of the transfer learning step. In this
case, all v instances stored in the virtual change repository are used to replace the v
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oldest instances of Ds . Finally, a new classifier is trained using the new Ds , then IG is
applied and the whole SFS approach is repeated.

4

Experimental Evaluation

This section presents experimental analysis and results of the ADDrift framework on
two sets of experiments. First, we investigate how a stable classification model can be
maintained over time without any updating. Then, the second set of experiments evaluates
the behavior of changes in the features distribution. The goal is to know how much the
feature distribution in the source domain is different from that in the target domain.
Section 4.3 presents results on such a monitoring strategy considering the variance of
feature evolution by observing the level of similarity between relevant features of the
training data and features that describe the new samples (SFS Strategy). Experiments
were conducted using two real-world datasets, which are described in Section 4.1.
4.1
4.1.1

Experimental Setup
Drift Datasets

Two datasets were chosen to validate our proposed framework: ECUE (Email Classification Using Examples) [Delany et al., 2006] and ETSS datasets. They were pre-processed
to have only numeric and binary values, normalized in the range [0.1]. The features of
the datasets are shown in Tables 1, 2, 3, and 4. The ECUE dataset is a collection of spam
and legitimate e-mails collected from November 2002 to January 2004. Table 1 presents
the data distribution of the ECUE training dataset, consisting of 1000 samples, 500 of
which were spam-type and 500 samples of the non-spam class (legitimate emails). This
set of samples (source domain) is used to train the SVM classifier.

Messages
Spam
NonSpam
Total

Source Domain
2002
2003
Nov Dec Jan s/data
96
367
37
0
83
84
84
249
179 451 121
249

Total
500
500
1,000

Table 1: Data distribution of ECUE training base. The column ’S/date’ date indicates

that the sample is not dated.

Table 2 shows the data distribution from the ECUE test dataset, containing 10,865
samples, of which 9,456 are spam-like samples (87% of samples) and 1,409 non-spam
samples. This set of samples is used as the target domain to measure the performance of
the classifier.
The ETSS dataset consists of a collection of spam and legitimate emails received by
eight individuals in the period of June 2012 to October 2013. As in the ECUE database,
the ETSS database was split into two sets of samples: training and test datasets. The
training dataset corresponds to the collection of emails received in the months of June to
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Messages
Spam
NonSpam
Total

Feb
142
151
293

Mar
391
56
447

Apr
405
144
549

May
459
234
693

Jun
406
128
534

Target Domain
2003
Jul Aug
Sep
476 582 1,849
19
30
182
495 612 2,031

Oct
1,746
123
1,869

Nov
1,300
113
1,869

Dec
954
99
1,053

2004
Jan
746
130
876

375
Total
9,456
1,409
10,865

Table 2: Distribution of precision data base ECUE.

August 2012, while the test dataset corresponds to the collection of emails received in
the months of September 2012 to October 2013.
Table 3 presents the distribution of the data of the ETSS training set, composed of
1,000 samples, being 500 samples of spam and 500 non-spam. This dataset is used to
train the SVM classifier.

Messages
Spam
NonSpam
Total

Target Domain
2012
Jun
Jul Aug
167 167 166
167 167 166
334 334 332

Total
500
500
1,000

Table 3: Data distribution of the ETSS training dataset.

Table 4 shows the distribution of data for the ETSS test dataset, composed of 111,280
samples, being 88,997 spam samples (80% of the samples), and 22,283 non-spam samples.
Target Domain
Message
Spam
NonSpam
Total

Sep
4,669
1,350
6,019

2012
Oct
Nov
5,427 4,878
1,715 1,474
7,142 6,352

Dec
4,229
1,258
5,487

Jan
10,281
1,282
11,563

Feb
4,737
1,497
6,234

Mar
6,511
1,608
8,119

Apr
4,039
1,915
5,954

2013
May
Jun
7,954 3,741
2,007 1,676
9,961 5,417

Total
Jul
11,016
1,910
12,926

Aug
8,700
1,712
10,412

Sep
7,476
1,423
8,899

Oct
5,293
1,454
6,747

88,997
22,283
111,280

Table 4: Data distribution ETSS test base.

4.1.2

Performance Metrics

Table 5 presents the confusion matrix, composed by the following measures: TP (true
positive) – amount of spam samples correctly classified as spam; FP (false positive)
– number of legitimate emails classified as spam; FN (false negative) - amount of
spam classified as legitimate; and TN (true negative) – number of legitimate emails
appropriately classified as legitimate.
The Error Rate is used as a metric to calculate the performance of a model trained on
a source domain and tested on a target domain. Equation 2 defines the error rate based
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Actual Class
Spam
Non-spam

Predicted Class
Spam Non-spam
TP
FN
FP
TN

Table 5: Confusion Matrix.
on false positive and false negative errors:
Error_rate =
4.1.3

(F P + F N )
(T otalinstances)

(2)

Classifier

The SVM classifier is adopted as the base classifier in the proposed approach because
it is a well-known good generalization method to solve binary classification problems,
such as spam and non-spam email classification. In addition, SVM is a stable classifier,
that is, small changes in the data do not significantly affect SVM performance [Buciu et
al., 2006]. This characteristics is important to reduce the possibility of false detection
of change in problems with dynamic environments. Two initial parameters need to be
defined by the user for SVM: the kernel function type and the C regularization parameter.
The best results were: Radial Basis Function (RBF) kernel, penalty factor C = 5 with γ =
0.01, for the ECUE database; and RBF (Radial Basis Function) kernel, penalty factor
C = 100 with γ = 0.1, for the ETSS database. The training datasets were used to define
these parameters, using 10-fold cross-validation.
4.2

Experiments on Concept Drift Detection Using a Single Classification Model

The experiments described in this section are proposed to determine the time period in
which the classification model generated remains effective while tested. In particular,
two issues are investigated:
1. What is the performance of the classifier considering the error rate in the months
following the construction of the classification model?
2. What is the relationship between the error rate of the classifier and the evolution
of changes in data distribution?
Two sets of experiments are performed using the ECUE database. In the first series
(static model), the classification model is built during the training phase (3 months) and
evaluated using the test data (12 months following). In the second series, the model
is updated monthly, as simulating a baseline. In this series, the classification model is
built and tested monthly using the data that compose the training data. As previously
mentioned, we use the information gain feature selection to choose the k best features to
represent the data. In our experiments, the ECUE dataset has 166,047 features and after
applying information gain 700 features are selected.
In terms of the first series of experiments, the classifier performance behavior measured on the test dataset (Feb/2003 - Jan/2004) can be seen in Figure 3, considering the
classification error rate obtained through Equation 1. As can be observed in this figure,
the classifier presents an expected behavior, precisely, a gradual and ascending increase
of the error rate during the analyzed months. However, some observations require more
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careful analysis. For example, why does the month of February, the month following the
training dataset, have a high error rate of 3.07%, while the month of April has a 1.09%
error rate?
Besides that, Figure 3 shows that ECUE error rate variation reaches 22.03% in
January 2004. This behavior leads to advance questioning: the samples that make up the
training space used to build the classification model do not have representative features
for the problem?

Figure 3: Error rate obtained using a classification model in database ECUE - Series 1.
To investigate these issues and determine the time window in which the classification
model generated remains accurate, the second series of experiments was conducted, in
which the classification model is built and tested on a monthly basis using the test dataset.
It is important to note that the selection of features is also performed every month in
these experiments.
Figure 4 shows the comparison between error rates obtained by the classification
model built from selected features for three months of training data (called Series 1 or
static model experiments) and the error rates obtained for monthly rating models (Series
2 or baseline).
Comparing the error rates of both series, as expected, it can be observed that the
generation of a classification model using features monthly selected is always more
efficient than the ”static” model used in the first series of experiments. In Figure 4, in all
cases of Series 2, the error rate was not higher than 2%. The mean error in Series 1 was
7.90%, while in Series 2 was 0.98%. Besides that, the error rate of 0.34% obtained in the
month of February (Series 2) is well below the rate obtained by the static model (Series
1), which was 3.07%. These results from Series 2 demonstrate that (i) features monthly
selected are representative for the problem and (ii) there might be an abrupt change in
the features that make up the training data in the month of February.
It is important to remember that the variation of the error rate in Series 2 is due
to the distribution of the samples in the test data. As shown in Table 3, the months of
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March, July, August and December present few samples of the non-spam class. The low
representativeness of this class weakens the balanced distribution of samples to apply a
cross-validation strategy. For example, the July time window is composed of only 19
non-spam samples. Thus, when applying the 10-fold cross-validation strategy, some folds
were composed of fewer than 2 samples of this class. This issue compromises classifier
learning, leading to higher error rates.

Figure 4: Error rates acquired using a static classification model (Series 1) and a
monthly updated model (Series 2).
From the observations made in these initial experiments, another question arises:
is there a direct relation between change in data distribution and the error rate of the
classifier? To investigate this relationship, an analysis was made on the feature vectors representing training data and test data. This analysis focused on calculating the
percentage of features present in the test data and absent in the training data.
As a result of this analysis, Figure 5 shows the percentage of features that were absent
in the training data, taking into account monthly time windows, when compared to the
test data. The results show that in the first month of the test dataset (Figure 5, February
2003), the percentage of absent features is 43.43%. This change in features has a direct
impact on the error rate of the classifier. Considering the results shown in Figure 3, the
error rate provided by the classifier in this month was 3.07%. However, this behavior
is not linear. For instance, month of April shows a higher change in features vectors
(55% of absent features) and a lower error rate (1.09%), when compared to the month of
February of the same year.
Therefore, finding the validity of a classification model based on the evolution of
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Figure 5: Percentage of missing features by comparing the source and target domains
for the ECUE database.
features changing requires a more detailed analysis. Although percentage values of
presence or absence of features serve as good indicators for updating the classification
model, other factors should be taken into account, such as (i) relevance and (ii) frequency
of new features. The results of these initial analyses show that the relationship between
changes in features and the classifier error rate is important to identify the efficacy of a
classification model. However, from these results new questions arose:
1.The experiments accomplished with Series 1 prove that spam attack detection
should not be dealt with static classification models, since it is a dynamic problem. Thus,
to obtain better results, it is necessary to keep up changes that occur in spam emails
features vectors.
2. The process of feature selection carried out in this work was performed using the
IG strategy. The obtained results show that the improvement of the feature selection
process can be fundamental for the creation of more efficient classification models.
3. The temporal analysis carried out showed that the percentage values of presence
or absence of features may be a good indicator for change detection. However, to update
the learning model, other factors must be taken into consideration, such as the relevance
and frequency of new features.
In order to answer questions about the relevance and frequency of features, we present
below an evaluation of the strategy presented in Section 3.
4.3

Experiments on Concept Drift Detection using ADDrif - SFS

The experiments applying the SFS strategy start with the definition of a threshold. In
the light of the issues related to the distribution of the samples obtained in the ECUE
database, the evaluation of the SFS strategy will be conducted only with the ETSS
database. The analysis of results starts with setting the threshold. Figure 6 shows a scatter
plot of the samples on time windows from September to December 2012. The dots
represent similarity values obtained from spam samples of the target domain (blue dots)
and non-spam (green dots).
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Figure 6: Distribution of email samples in the test window from September to December
2012, compared with samples of e-mail spam in the training data through the similarity
measure.
It is observed that most of the samples from the target domain (spam and non-spam)
have similarity higher than 0.40 rates for all analyzed time windows. The similarities
rates of non-spam sample for months of September and October are concentrated between
0.40 and 0.60. Although, in these same months, similarities rates of spam samples are
concentrated between 0.6 and 1.0. Inside two months, those rates are changed, with
non-spam and spam samples concentrated above 0.5.
A more detailed analysis shows that in the range between 0.5 and 0.55, there is a
focus on more samples of spam than non-spam. For this reason, for the ETSS database,
the threshold set was 0.55, i.e. each email whose similarity rate is lower than 0.55 is considered a sample that presents some evolution of change in its features. The experiments
follow with the use of the SFS strategy on monthly time windows, considering the limit
defined above and a prediction to the classification model.
Figure 7 presents the error rate obtained by the classifier when the SFS strategy is
applied considering monthly time windows (Series 3). It is known that the static model is
not suitable for dynamic problems such as spam attacks. The series 2 represents an ideal
strategy for updating the classification model, that is, the classification model is trained
and tested about the best perspective, because in its training the representation closest
to the tested environment is used, and it is therefore, a baseline for the spam detection
problem. It is important to mention that series 2 is not possible to be performed in realworld application, since it assumes that labeled samples are constantly arriving to train a
model monthly. On the other hand, series 3 represents a situation with an approximate
result to that of the baseline, updating the classification model monthly using samples
stored in temporary repository in order to generate the new learning environment. Figure
7 shows the behavior of this scenario in terms of the models classification error rate,
compared to Series 2. It may be noted that the error curve achieved by our method presents
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the same behavior as observed in the baseline. In addition, the difference between the
error rates from both series of experiments is small (1.03% in average).

Figure 7: Distribution of email samples in test windows from September to December
2012, compared to samples of e-mail spam in the training data through the similarity
measure.
Figure 8 shows graphically the amount of samples transferred to new knowledge
bases in Series 3 by means of the SFS strategy. While in Series 2 there is no update,
because the space of features used to construct the classifier is the same used for test
samples. Series 2 simulates a classifier that guesses the best case, that is, it deals with
the features of the environment tested. It is the best situation in which a classifier can be
built, based on the features that will be employed by attackers in spam message in the
future.
4.4

Discussion

Setting a value for the threshold is not a simple task. The main difficulty is in high
dimensionality feature spaces that describe non-spam and spam emails. By observing
the similarity rates of the samples of interest considering only the k best ranked features,
we could simplify the issue and this helped us to identify the threshold.
Evaluating the time windows, the distancing of the similarities of spam emails samples
was found in a gradual manner in relation to the first window. Taking into account that the
attackers try to approach more and more email spam to legitimate messages, it generates
a great difficulty in keeping the classification models updated. Samples that compose
the time windows demonstrate through the extracted features that approximately 42%
of the spam features are overlapped with legitimate email features. It is important to
emphasize that the series 2 of experiments is the representation of an ideal scenario.
However, the average difference between the two series (baseline e SFS) presents an
error rate of 1.03%, i.e., approximately 6 time windows present a difference in the error
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Figure 8: Amount of samples updated in Series 2 (baseline) and in Series 3 (SFS
strategy) using the ETSS database.
rate lower than 1%, precisely, January, March, May, July, August and September 2013.
The SFS strategy positively returned a monthly update, performed using Series 3, and
approached the baseline (Series 2).

5

Conclusion

The challenge of monitoring or detecting changes makes message filters an incremental
machine learning problem. This paper addresses this problem by providing a framework
for detecting spam attacks based on changes in data distribution over time (ADDrift).
The strategy of change detection have been presented and implemented to handle concept
drift and automatically transfer the new knowledge identified from the evolution of the
features, with the goal of understanding the problem and keeping the training data always
up to date in anticipation of the degradation of the classification model.
The SFS (Similarity-based Features Selection) strategy was proposed with the objective of observing the change in the features spaces of spam emails. The new strategy
looks at the features that describe the source domain by employing a measure of similarity
between the samples composing source and target domains. This measure of similarity
made it possible to identify the changes according to the nature of the presented data,
whether abrupt or not.
Observing the behavior of the samples using the proposed similarity measure, it was
possible to identify a threshold for the database used, capable of determining the moment
in which the evolution of the data distribution occurs. An analysis of the distribution of
similarity measures of the domain-of-interest samples showed that initially the range for
most spam e-mail samples was concentrated between 0.60 and 1.0, as well as the range
for e-mail samples (non-spam) was concentrated between 0.40 and 0.60. It is important
to note that a sample reaches 100% similarity with the initial domain of knowledge
once its similarity is equal to 1, that is, the range that provides analysis of this measure
of similarity is between 0 (zero) and 1 (one). A more detailed experimentation of the
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samples revealed that a threshold set to 0.55 is adequate to separate (legitimate) spam
and non-spam data classes contained in ETSS database.
For the transfer learning phase, when a change is observed, the samples stored in a
repository (new knowledge) are used for updating the model. The transfer learning occurs
by means of similarity measure, which indicates to how closely the model elements are
related, that is, the elements (samples) with little or no similarity, will compose the new
knowledge by presenting non-representative features of the training data, most relevant
to the test data. The construction of the new knowledge is totally based on the data
distribution that describe the problem in the evaluated time frame.
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